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Status

Mission Statement

Badminton North Harbour is an Incorporated
Society and is Tax Exempt.

Badminton North Harbour exists to provide
its members and the general public with a
quality badminton facility and a diverse
range of badminton services and
programmes. Badminton North Harbour will
strive to increase player participation, enjoyment and high achievement through sound
business practice and a commitment to
developing our game.

Badminton North Harbour is one of 27 Associations
throughout New Zealand registered to Badminton
New Zealand.

Vision
Badminton North Harbour is to be a highly
regarded and financially sustainable organisation
that successfully delivers badminton as a lifelong
sport embraced by the North Harbour region.

Service

Provide the highest quality
of service both internally
and externally satisfying the
expectations of our
customers.

Honesty & Integrity

Perform all responsibilities
with the utmost honesty
and integrity without
compromise.

Maintain a high level of
excellence in all aspects of
our operation. Never
compromise when better can
be achieved.

Partnership:

Innovative:
Encourage and recognise
innovation, creativity and
forward thinking.

Excellence

BADMINTON NORTH HARBOUR
47 BOND CRESCENT, FORREST HILL
AUCKLAND, 0620
PO BOX 100630, N.S.M.C, AUCKLAND
Tel: (09) 410 6941
Fax: (09) 410 6689
Email: info@bnh.org.nz
Website: www.bnh.org.nz
Online Booking: book.bnh.org.nz
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Badminton North Harbour
highly respects all partnerships, both internal and
external. These partnerships
are regarded as an integral
part of our development and
success moving forward.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2020 has been an extraordinary year for Badminton
North Harbour, as it has been for most other people
and organisations. Despite that, Badminton North
Harbour has managed the disruptions and difficulties
with amazing resilience. We find ourselves now, towards the end of the year, in a very good position.
Despite the disruptions, we are now in a position of
operating at more or less full capacity and being in a
positive and stable financial position.
It needs to be recognised that the organisation has
managed to work its way through the issues of the
year, and to be in this position, thanks to the amazing
work of our management team. Our Chief Executive,
Glenn Cox, must be congratulated for having acted
quickly and efficiently to put in place the necessary
measures during the various stages of lockdown, so
that the risks to our members, and our facilities, have
been minimised. When the organisation was in a position to move on from the lockdowns, the management
team worked quickly to enable our members to return
to the courts as soon as possible in a safe and appropriate environment. This has meant that the operations of the organisation have, whenever possible,
been available (at least to the extent permitted) which
has helped the organisation to remain financially viable.

country. In fact, you would have to say that it would
be difficult to imagine any other provincial organisation in the country, for any sport or pursuit, being as
dominant as Badminton North Harbour is in the badminton world.
Hopefully 2021 will be a year in which we do not face
the same sorts of extraordinary circumstances, so that
we can enjoy our favourite sport without disruption, in
a safe and secure environment. I wish you all well for
the festive season and look forward to seeing you all
enjoying the amazing game of badminton in the New
Year.

Chris Davis
President

Your Board has, also, been constantly monitoring the
organisation’s circumstances, managed the financial
situation regularly and scrupulously, and ensured that
prudent financial decisions were made to preserve the
stability of the organisation.
Against all of those odds, Badminton North Harbour
has again (this year) performed amazingly well on the
court. We have excelled in all divisions (both junior
and senior) and won provincial and national titles on
both a team and individual basis, to a degree hardly
experienced before.
It is a credit to the management team, the Board, and
all of members that Badminton North Harbour is,
again, the preeminent badminton province in the
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
Well, what a year! This has been the craziest nine months we
have ever experienced and a sure test of our resolve, both as
a community and a sporting code. To say COVID-19 put a
spanner in the works would indeed be an understatement,
however it truly gives us time to review and analyse what we
are all about, what we do well and areas we can improve on.

I would like to acknowledge Badminton New Zealand for their
support and encouragement of Badminton North Harbour
throughout the year, and Oceania Badminton for their support, especially with the YONEX North Harbour International
event.
To the Board of Badminton North Harbour, Kerrin Harrison,
Mark Werman, Simon Joe, Kati Turver, Karen Blank, Dorothy
Callister, Chris Davis and Connie Cheng, again as I do every
year, thank you for your support and proactive commitment
to our organisation. Your assistance and guidance enable me
to provide a quality facility and opportunities for our badminton community. A special thank you to Karen Blank, our
Board Chair for her tireless energy and support and Chris Davis, our President for his guidance and encouragement.

Badminton North Harbour continues to strive to provide its
community with quality badminton facilities, and therefore a
quality badminton experience. We offer two great venues at
Harcourts Cooper & Co Badminton North Harbour and the
Active Badminton Centre where we see continued support
and the desire of people to play this amazing sport. We look
to provide a diverse range of badminton services for our community. Badminton remains extremely popular in schools and
within the community in general. Is has strong support across
a wide range of cultures and age groups, ensuring it is a major
player in community sporting options.

Badminton North Harbour would like to acknowledge our
naming right partner, Harcourts Cooper & Co, whose support
is truly exceptional. Harcourts Cooper & Co are a proactive
community based real estate company who have tremendous
presence within the Harbour region. They are at the forefront of sport in our area and contribute a vast amount to
community organisations. A huge thank you to Martin
Cooper, Louisa Loughran and the Harcourts Cooper & Co
team for all they do for Badminton North Harbour.

In January, we upgraded our court surfaces, and are very
proud to acknowledge the quality facility we can provide.
Special thanks must go to our local boards; Devonport Takapuna, Kaipatiki, Hibiscus Bays and Upper Harbour. Pub Charity were also vital in securing funding to enable Badminton
North Harbour to achieve this upgrade.
The 2020 year began well with several of our players travelling to Ballarat, Australia for the VICTOR Oceania Championships. Abhinav Manota and Edward Lau fought out the Men’s
Singles title with Manota victorious on this occasion. As we
know, things came to an abrupt halt in March as our season
was about to get underway. All International events were
cancelled, as well as local tournaments and domestic events
while we remained in lockdown through April and parts of
May. As a result of the lockdown, we were unable to progress our local competitions or representative fixtures, while
monitoring Government and Sport New Zealand as things
changed almost daily. My sincere appreciation goes to our
community and members for their continued support and
encouragement as we worked through the year.

It has been mentioned before that funding for non-profit organisations will continue to become more difficult as more
people look for support in a diminishing funding pool. We
have been fortunate with the support from our sponsors and
supporters, enabling us to navigate through the COVID-19
period with no staff casualties and still in a position to provide
the services we always have.
To our funding organisations and partners, The New Zealand
Community Trust, Foundation North, Pub Charity, NZ Racing
Board, Four Winds, Broderick Print, Victor and Yonex, thank
you for your support. It makes such a massive difference to
us in ensuring we keep our sport affordable to all, provide a
quality venue and offer an enjoyable experience. As mentioned earlier, the Local Board’s support with our venue remains critical in providing the quality facility we do.

As an Association, we continue to perform exceptionally well
on the National stage with Harbour players featuring in 22
National titles across all ages this year, from u13 to our senior
players.

As we approach 2021 with some apprehension, we are already looking to upgrade the court lighting and our IT systems, once again keeping up with the latest in technology and
first-class playing environment.

I would like to pay tribute to the staff we are so fortunate to
have, for their passion and dedication to their roles and support of our badminton community. We are truly lucky to
have them all, and I for one very much appreciate all their
efforts. To Fanny and her collection of excellent coaches and
all the outstanding work they do; Lisa in keeping the events
and programs rolling on, in what would be the most testing of
times we have seen; Abhinav and his excellent delivery to our
schools and badminton children, including the holiday and
after-school programs. Justine and her team keep the shop
and kitchen operating in again, very testing times. Annabelle,
who controls our office and Karen who keeps the numbers in
line. A very special thank you to all the staff for the support
you give me. We often remark that Badminton North Harbour is just one big family and that is how we like it.

We look forward to a better year in 2021. We are already
planning for a number of events, but like many other sporting
codes, await the Governments direction on restrictions to see
what we will be able to deliver and what will have to be postponed to a later date.
To our badminton community, we hope you have had an enjoyable year and your families have been safe. We thank you
for your participation and passion and look forward to an
awesome year to come. To all members and your families,
have a safe and happy Christmas period and we look forward
to seeing you on court in 2021.
Glenn Cox
Chief Executive
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
As we come to the end of what has been an extraordinary
year, there are four words that come to mind when describing 2020 - Challenging, Demanding, Difficult, Testing.

made up half the playing numbers. Furthermore, our own
Glenn Cox was part of the commentary team providing insightful analysis for the viewers.

For everyone in New Zealand, the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought significant disruption to our normal way of life. Badminton North Harbour has not been immune to all this but
with the help of our clubs, players, staff and other interested
parties we were able to put in place a management plan that
would ensure the survival of our association.

The Board continues to look at all options for a new building
to cater for the increased numbers wanting to play Badminton. As in previous years it is well documented that we are
struggling with the lack of courts at peak times. As part of
Badminton North Harbour’s strategic plan, the Board are considering all facility options to ensure we can cater for the
growing numbers in our sport. Sport NZ, regional sport
groups and regional councils all agree that there is a major
shortage of indoor facilities on the North Shore and indeed,
all of Auckland. There have been studies completed with regards to existing facilities and how we progress towards developing new ventures. Badminton North Harbour continues
to be involved in all these discussions and we are hopeful of
an outcome that can be achieved with all affected sports
working together.

Our CE, Glenn Cox and his staff were tasked with implementing the plan, and with the support of the Board we have
managed to get through the worst of the catastrophe without any real economic harm.
It is extremely important to the Board that we continue to
ensure that all players whatever their level have the opportunity to play the sport we love. With this in mind the Board
and Glenn are conscious of the fact that by working closely
together we will not only be able to maintain sufficient funding to meet our commitments, but also to keep the Association going forward in both the short and long-term.

On behalf of the Board I would like to acknowledge our naming right partner Harcourts Cooper & Co, also all Trusts, companies and groups that have supported our Association this
year.

In October competitions in the form of Under 13 through to
Seniors did resume. I am pleased to report that North Harbour players completely dominated the various grades. Out
of 25 titles available this year Harbour players were involved
in winning 22. Much of this success can be put down to the
coaching team headed by Fanny Megahwati who maintained
and adapted the players training schedules during the various
lockdown periods.

The Board would like to acknowledge a huge thank you to our
Chief Executive Glenn Cox and the dedicated staff of Badminton North Harbour. Glenn’s leadership, drive & expertise has
come to the fore this year and with the support of our dedicated staff, they have ensured the continual smooth running
of our Association under difficult circumstances.
Finally, a huge thank you to my fellow Board members, our
support, knowledge, vision and expertise especially in such a
challenging year, has ensured our Association is in a good
position to move forward into 2021. It is a privilege to be a
part of such a proactive Board.

Sadly, there was not much action elsewhere. There was no
Wisden or Slazenger Cup competitions, however Masters and
Veterans did get on the court with some round robin play,
but no promotion/relegation. In 2020 Super Veterans was
completely ruled out due to COVID-19 restrictions.

As we all look forward to a less challenging and stressful
2021, I wish you all an enjoyable and restful holiday break
and look forward to seeing you all on the court - fresh and
invigorated.

One good thing that did come out of the COVID-19 mess this
year was the establishment of the LearnCoach New Zealand
Badminton League. Played between four franchise teams
over two nights per week during winter, this competition
proved a highly watchable event for the badminton starved
community. The competition was shown live on Sky Sport
Next and was dominated by players from North Harbour who

Karen Blank
Board Chair
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COACHING MANAGER’S REPORT

This year has been a ‘SPECIAL’ year for everyone in New Zealand.

age group, the men’s and women’s singles went to North
Harbour’s Ricky Cheng and Shaunna Li.

There is a virus outbreak called COVID-19. The impact was
very significant to the badminton community. Many local
and International tournaments had to be cancelled due to
restrictions made by the New Zealand Government for our
safety. To replace the tournaments that were cancelled, we
had a training camp in July and friendly matches with Auckland Badminton Association.

At the New Zealand National Championships, North Harbour
had a clean sweep across all five finals, only sharing the glory
in the men’s doubles and mixed doubles with Waikato player, Oliver Leydon-Davis.

We had two stages of lock down which affected every North
Harbour player, all coaches, and staff. We were forced to
lead our own activities within our own bubbles, waiting patiently until the virus levels were deemed safe enough to
return to group training. It was quite a surreal process with
players training at home as the coaches guided them through
training via ZOOM.

Because of the restricted opportunities that our junior players have had throughout 2020, Badminton North Harbour
has created a Premier League to ensure that match play is
continued as we head toward the end of the season. This
will in turn keep the players’ match play level high in preparation for the 2021 badminton season.
To close the year, we are running our Summer Training Camp
in December. This will finish 2020 on a positive note, hoping
2021 will see us back to our regular programs and events.

Apart from COVID-19, we had someone special join the North
Harbour community. Former World #1, Lee Hyun Il has come
to New Zealand and decided to live on the North Shore, joining North Harbour Association. It is a rare opportunity for
our players to be able to train alongside someone of his calibre. Hopefully, our players will see what it takes to walk a
similar pathway as Lee Hyun Il did to become one of the best
players in International badminton.

Finally, I would like to say an endless thank you to everyone
who is involved in our training process. Players, parents,
coaches, and staff who contribute their efforts to make
things happen, thank you. Without our harmonious united
approach, our achievements on and off the court would, and
could not happen.

To improve our coach’s knowledge, we have five coaches
who have attended a BWF Level 1 course. Hyun Jeong Ko,
Hanna Yun, Aaron Chen, Joshua Feng, and Jack Jiang will
complete the second part of this qualification in November.

Fanny Megahwati
Coaching Manager

Thank you very much!

When we have been able to get onto court for competitions,
the results have been outstanding, especially for our juniors.
North Harbour players have emerged as champions in almost
every event they participated in. The New Zealand u13 National Championship titles belonged to four North Harbour
players; Tony Yu secured 3 event wins, Josephine Zhou & Elsa
Lu won two each and Mads Siegemund won the boys doubles.
The New Zealand u15 & u17 National Championships were
played at Waikato Badminton Association and North Harbour
associations, respectively. In both tournaments, North Harbour players won every final, with only one player in the
mixed doubles being from another association. In the u19
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DEVELOPMENT OFFICER’S REPORT
New Programs

After School Programs:

As we continue to promote badminton throughout our community, we have been fortunate to collaborate with some additional
sports through the national Kiwi Sport initiative.

The After-School Program continues to be a hugely popular group
for school children. With the support of Harbour Sport and the
Kiwi Sport initiatives, we have had great success delivering these
programs. This is delivered across three different locations including Harcourts Cooper & Co North Harbour Badminton Centre (2
sessions per week), Active Badminton Centre and Orewa Badminton Centre and we are seeing growth in each of these areas.

These sports include Australian Football League (AFL), Harbour
Hockey and Harbour Volleyball. It has been a great initiative ensuring not only badminton, but these other codes collectively provide
school age children with several sporting experiences. The project
is designed to target school children from 5 – 17 through in school
and after school programs, whilst providing them the opportunity
to experience the different sporting codes under the guidance of
each sport. This has been very successful thus far with Badminton
numbers being exceptional and students thoroughly enjoying the
experience. Even with the disruption of COVID 19, school age children are still enjoying participating in our sport.

We were also able to get involved with Long Bay College in term
three where we came across more than 200 students over a fiveweek period. Currently in term four, we have received over 150
enrolments at three different locations, again recognising the interest in this programme. We have now delivered these sessions
to over 1000 children this year and we look forward to continuing
these opportunities for these young players again in 2021.

BWF Shuttle Time:
As with previous years we have continued to deliver the Badminton World Federation Shuttle Time program to our schools and
through our development pathways. Shuttle Time lessons have
been formulated by the Badminton World Federation and designed to assist countries worldwide to deliver meaningful badminton lessons. It is adopted nationally in New Zealand and is a
fantastic resource not only for us to use and promote and is also
available through YouTube for those wishing to access creditable
badminton plans and lessons. These lessons are designed to provide children with a positive image of badminton through many
opportunities to have fun, engage with others and experience
success.

Beginner Badminton:
This program is always popular, and several times we have had to
limit numbers so we can provide the necessary instruction to new
players. I particularly enjoy this program as we introduce new children and adults to our sport and help them with basic introduction
to badminton while improving their badminton skills. In this
course, basic techniques of badminton are being taught to new
players. This course is suitable for beginners, and to those who are
looking to polish their skills.
Our next Beginner Badminton course is starting at the beginning of
November (every Friday) for four weeks. We are looking forward
to seeing these new and enthusiastic students.

Primary Schools:
Once again, we were able to deliver a range of sessions to primary
schools implementing the Shuttle Time program. This created
nearly 1000 student engagements with a badminton opportunity
to experience our sport. After our time at these schools it was
great to see these juniors attending our clubs, holiday programs,
after school programs and school competitions.

Holiday Program:
Our holiday programs continue to gain support and popularity. It
is an incentive awards program which allows players to progress as
they work towards badges that increase in difficulty. They can use
the holiday program sessions to assess the skills they learn and the
progress they make.

Intermediate & Secondary Schools:

It has always been a popular activity for children in the region, and
a great feeder for those introduced to badminton through our
school visits. It is a great way for children to have fun, learn and
socialise with other players.

Badminton North Harbour has worked with several intermediate
schools offering taster and skills sessions during school hours this
year. We have also helped some of the schools to grade their
teams who planned to compete in North Harbour’s Schools
League. This however was cut short by the COVID 19 lock down.
We are also running an Intermediate school zone day which again
will be greatly supported by our intermediate schools.

This year we were also able to help AUT Millennium, and Skids
with their holiday programs, which involved teaching their children basic skills and rules of badminton. It is positive to have other groups using badminton as part of their programs.

Following North Harbour’s visits, many students took up the opportunity to be involved in further programs that we deliver, and
we are seeing some talent coming though from this age group.
Many of the students from the schools we have delivered sessions
to have great potential and we look forward to continuing our
work in these schools and with more students next year.

Badminton North Harbour is always so thankful to have many experienced coaches to assist in our development programs. A big
thank you to Harbour Sport for their continued support in this
area and to our sponsors and supporters, we thank you, as without you none of this would be possible.
Abhinav Manota
Development Officer

We also were involved with Carmel College, Takapuna Grammar &
Orewa College in coaching NCEA Achievement Standards and assessing their students.
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NORTH HARBOUR EVENT REPORTR
To say that our sport, along with every other sporting code New Zealand wide, has had severe disruption in 2020 caused by
COVID-19, is an understatement.
Our annual event plan for 2020 has been filled with cancellations and postponements, with some events leap frogging others,
more than once, to achieve a conclusion and result.
Badminton North Harbour hosted just one junior event; North Harbour u19 Open, one school event; ShuttleTime Intermediate
Zone Day and one Badminton New Zealand event; New Zealand u17 National Championships.
North Harbour junior representative teams and their planned events did not eventuate, which left a big hole in their competition year. This was the first year in the history of the Junior Age Group Team Championships which are now held in Palmerston
North, that they did not go ahead.
New Year Summer and ‘We Made It To’ Summer League (end of year) progressed, as did the Ladder competition and North
Harbour Closed Championships, albeit at different times to what was scheduled. Our Interclub event had to be cancelled for
2020.

BADMINTON NORTH HARBOUR 2020 EVENTS:
Events that went ahead:

Events that were cancelled:

New Year Summer League
North Harbour u19 Open
Shuttletime Intermediate School Zone Day
Singles, Doubles & Mixed Ladders
North Harbour Closed Championships
New Zealand u17 National Championships
New Zealand National Championships

Yonex North Harbour International
North Harbour Open
North Harbour u15 Open
Senior Secondary School League
Junior Secondary School League
Intermediate School League
North Harbour Interclub

NORTH HARBOUR LADDERS
The ladder competitions began in April with the singles event the only one finishing as scheduled. The doubles and mixed
doubles ladder started, stopped and re-started, only finishing entirely in mid-October.

Singles Ladder
WINNER

RUNNER UP

THIRD

James Hui

Sidharth Chandla

Chris Benzie

Doubles Ladder
WINNER

WINNER

THIRD

Hongnan Duan/Tony Fang (1st=)

Jason Min/Sean Takagi (1st=)

Ryan Huang/Richard Lin

Mixed Ladder
WINNER

WINNER

THIRD

Allan Tsai/Cindy Chou (1st=)

Andy Ting/Amanda Ting (1st=)

Steve Milliken/Kati Turver
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NORTH HARBOUR EVENT REPORT
CLOSED CHAMPIONSHIPS
The North Harbour Closed Championships was also postponed due to the COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions. After leap
frogging the Ladders more than once, they were finally played in late October. A record entry of over 100 players participated
in this North Harbour event to crown the best of the best at Badminton North Harbour.

A Grade
EVENT

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Men’s Singles

Edward Lau

Ricky Cheng

Women’s Singles

Shaunna Li

Anna Ryu

Men’s Doubles

Ricky Cheng/Edwin Lau

Chris Jones/Larry Nerida

Women’s Doubles

Shaunna Li/Anona Pak

Smile Li/Anna Ryu

Mixed Doubles

Edward Lau/Shaunna Li

Dylan Soedjasa/Anona Pak

B Grade

EVENT

Men’s Singles
Women’s Singles
Men’s Doubles
Women’s Doubles
Mixed Doubles

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Jaden Mingoa

Steven Cheng

No competition

No competition

Sidarth Chandla/Frank Lee

Marcus Ang/Greg Hung

Lilian Cao/Nanna Siegemund

Tracey Cui/Haiying Zong

Patrick Liu/Yvonne Wang

Steven Cheng/Tracey Cui

C Grade

EVENT

Men’s Singles
Women’s Singles
Men’s Doubles
Women’s Doubles
Mixed Doubles

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Tony Yu

Von Lee Ooi

Josephine Zhang

Yanxi Liu

Jie Ban/Alan Zhang

Jianzhong Li/Shu Li

Berry Ng/Amanda Ting

Shuyu Lu/Josephine Zhao

Jie Ban/Rita Chen

Mads Siegemund/Josephine Zhao
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NORTH HARBOUR EVENT REPORT
NORTH HARBOUR U19 OPEN
EVENT

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Men’s Singles

Ricky Cheng (NH)

Carlos Clive Luna (AK)

Women’s Singles

Shaunna Li (NH)

Ashley Tan (NH)

Carlos Clive Luna (AK)/Jack Wang (CAN)

Aaron Chen (NH)/Jerry Yu (AK)

Shaunna Li/Ashley Tan (NH)

Roanne Apalisok/Janice Jiang (AK)

Jack Wang (CAN)/Roanne Apalisok (AK)

Ricky Cheng/Shaunna Li (NH)

Men’s Doubles
Women’s Doubles
Mixed Doubles
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NORTH HARBOUR EVENT REPORT
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Seniors
Unfortunately, with the arrival of COVID-19 and the March lockdown, the Senior Secondary School League did not even get off
the starting line in 2020. We had a great number of teams enter and it was looking to be a very busy term two of badminton.

Juniors
It was looking more favourable for the Juniors to get a competition started in term three with the country, and more importantly Auckland, at Alert Level 1. Team numbers were lower than 2019 which was to be expected after the earlier lockdown, apprehensiveness, and the disruption to the year in general.
On 28 July, the competition began with a lot of excitement and relief that we could provide badminton to North Harbour
schools. It started so well, but on Tuesday 11 August we played our last tie for the year. Two and a half weeks of competition
was not what we wanted, however there was not another option.

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS
As the Intermediate competition runs alongside the Junior Secondary School League, they too had their event cut short due to
the August lockdown and subsequent limited numbers that could gather. During the 2.5 weeks that they did get to play,
everyone was enjoying the league and improving their skills.
The Intermediate School Zone days were played on 4 & 5 November. We had eight schools represented with over 65 students
participating.
EVENT

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Boys Singles

Lechuan Xiao (Kristin School)

Ronnie Lam (TNIS)

Girls Singles

Veronica Xia (Pinehurst School)

Alina Zhang (Northcross)

Boys Doubles

Lechuan Xiao/Jack Ji (Kristin School)

Tony Yu/Leon Borger (Murrays Bay)

Girls Doubles

Veronica Xia/Sherrie Li (Pinehurst)

Laura Li/Elaine Zhou (TNIS)

Thank you to New Zealand Community Trust for their continued support of school badminton.
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NORTH HARBOUR EVENT REPORT
NEW ZEALAND U13/U17 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
These two age groups were played in the North Harbour region, albeit at different venues. Because of the restriction on numbers that were permitted to gather in one place (COVID-19), the u17 age group was played at Badminton North Harbour and
the u13’s at Active Badminton Centre.
EVENT - U13

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Boys Singles

Tony Yu (NH)

Von Lee Ooi (NH)

Girls Singles

Josephine Zhao (NH)

Rosie Yang (AK)

Boys Doubles

Mads Siegemund/Tony Yu (NH)

Von Lee Ooi (NH)/Oscar Wu (AK)

Girls Doubles

Shuyu Lu/Josephine Zhao (NH)

Yanxi Liu/Natalie Ting (NH)

Mixed Doubles

Tony Yu/Shuyu Lu (NH)

Raymond Dai/Yanxi Liu (NH)

EVENT - U17

WINNER

RUNNER UP

Boys Singles

Chris Benzie (NH)

Daniel Hu (AK)

Girls Singles

Ashley Tan (NH)

Smile Li (NH)

Boys Doubles

Chris Benzie/Dylan Naera (NH)

Ethan Chuang (NH)/Daniel Hu (AK)

Girls Doubles

Anna Ryu/Ashley Tan (NH)

Camellia Zhou/Angelina Ung (AK)

Mixed Doubles

Dylan Naera (NH)/Camellia Zhou (AK)

Chris Benzie/Ashley Tan (NH)
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL HONOURS
VICTOR OCEANIA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Abhinav Manota

Winner Men’s Singles
Winner Men’s Doubles

YONEX NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Abhinav Manota

Winner Men’s Singles
Winner Men’s Doubles

Shaunna Li

Winner Women’s Singles
Winner Women’s Doubles

Anona Pak

Winner Women’s Doubles
Winner Mixed Doubles

NEW ZEALAND U19 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Ricky Cheng

Winner Men’s Singles

Shaunna Li

Winner Women’s Singles

NEW ZEALAND U17 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Chris Benzie

Winner Men’s Singles
Winner Men’s Doubles

Dylan Naera

Winner Men’s Doubles
Winner Mixed Doubles

Ashley Tan

Winner Women’s Singles
Winner Women’s Doubles

Anna Ryu

Winner Women’s Doubles

NEW ZEALAND U15 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Ethan Chuang

Winner Boys Singles
Winner Boys Doubles

Jaden Mingoa

Winner Boys Doubles

Lillian Cao

Winner Girls Singles
Winner Girls Doubles

Amanda Ting

Winner Girls Doubles

Nanna Siegemund

Winner Mixed Doubles
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL HONOURS
NEW ZEALAND U13 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Tony Yu

Winner Boys Singles
Winner Boys Doubles
Winner Mixed Doubles

Josephine Zhao

Winner Girls Singles
Winner Girls Doubles

Shuyu Lu

Winner Girls Doubles
Winner Mixed Doubles

Mads Siegemund

Winner Boys Doubles

NEW ZEALAND MASTERS CHAMPIONSHIPS

35 Women’s Doubles

Jinah Kim/Kati Turver

40 Women’s Doubles

Kati Turver/Linda Hall (AK)

40 Mixed Doubles

Rob Batty (AK)/Kati Turver

45 Men’s Singles

Steven Cheng

50 Women’s Doubles

Fanny Megahwati/Julie Zhang

Yonex New Zealand National Champions

New Zealand Masters Winners
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NEW ZEALAND TEAMS & SQUADS
NEW ZEALAND OCEANIA MEN’S TEAM

NEW ZEALAND OCEANIA WOMEN’S TEAM

Oscar Guo

Maika Phillips

Shaunna Li

Alyssa Tagle

Edward Lau

Dylan Soedjasa

Anona Pak

Justine Villegas

Abhinav Manota

Niccolo Tagle

Catelyn Rozario

NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL SQUAD

NEW ZEALAND DEVELOPMENT SQUAD

Abhinav Manota

Oscar Guo

Edward Lau

Dylan Soedjasa

Anona Pak

Justine Villegas

Shaunna Li

Alyssa Tagle

NEW ZEALAND U19 SQUAD

NEW ZEALAND U17 SQUAD

Shaunna Li

Ashley Tan

Aaron Chen

Anna Ryu

Ricky Cheng

Chris Benzie

John Lin

Max Wu
Dylan Naera

NEW ZEALAND U15 SQUAD
Amanda Ting

Lilian Cao

Nanna Siegemund

Berry Ng

Jaden Mingoa

Jack Ji

Tony Yu

Lechuan Xiao

Leon Borger

NEW ZEALAND OCEANIA WOMEN’S TEAM

NEW ZEALAND OCEANIA MEN’S TEAM
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Catelyn Rozario
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SPONSORS AND SUPPLIERS
Thank you to our sponsors and suppliers for their continued support
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PREMIER LEAGUE

NORTH HARBOUR PREMIER LEAGUE
21 October – 3 December 2020
Badminton North Harbour Coaching Manager, Fanny Megahwati has set a challenge for her squad players, based on the recent
LearnCoach Premier League that was run by Badminton New Zealand. Due to COVID-19 and the limited amount of National and International competition since March, this was used as a way to turn regular training sessions into competition play for the squad
players. Four junior and four senior teams played in round robin format for two rounds, finishing with a playoff for the 1-4 place for
each section.
The North Harbour Premier League showcased some very experienced players. It included the former World #1 and All England
runner up, Lee Hyun Il who represented Korea at the 2008 and 2012 Olympics. He was also a member of the Korean team who won
the Sudirman Cup in 2003.
Also in the league were North Harbour’s senior coaches Hyun Jeong Ko, a former member of the Korean National Team and Hanna
Yun, who played in the Korean League before making her life in New Zealand.
The experience that these International players brought to the competition benefitted the other players in their teams, enabling
them to learn while playing alongside these legends.
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PREMIER LEAGUE
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PREMIER LEAGUE
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PREMIER LEAGUE
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REPRESENTATIVE TEAMS
MASTERS 1

VETERANS 1

BNZ Inter-association NI Masters Division 1 - Winner

BNZ Inter-association NI Veterans - Winner

Chris Blair

Jin Ah Kim

Kevin Calvert

Karen Blank

Hyun Il Lee

Jenny Matthews

Jin Tan

Cath Cunningham

John Moody

Fanny Megahwati

Kevin Smith

Kay Kanaris

Paul Thompson

Kati Turver

Roy Lee

Viraf Vazifdar

MASTERS 2

VETERANS 2

BNZ Inter-association NI Masters Division 1 - 5th Place

BNZ Inter-association NI Veterans - Winner

Hyun Jong Choe

Bellina Colston

Rojie Aguilar

Kathy Calvert

Jarrod King

Lisa Connell

Dodi Dodiarto

Annabelle Galvez

Kerrin Harrison

Kay Kanaris

Eric Liu

Margaret Mortimer

Steve Milliken

Ruth Kelly

Sunny Lucente

Philippa Nash

James Stokes

Angela Putt

MASTERS 3
BNZ Inter-association NI Masters Division 2 - 2nd Place

Karl Benzie
Chris Bright
Steven Cheng
Glenn Cox
Glenn Wong

Karen Blank
Lois Harrison
Mieke Scott
Tracy Taylor
Julie Zhang

MASTERS 4
BNZ Inter-association NI Masters Division 3 - Winner

Marcus Ang

Teresa Hsu

Stephen Bowden

Lydia Jesudas

Mark Rasovo
Tony Wong
Jack Xiang

Katie Liu
Deryn Williams
Rui Zhang

Masters Team 5

MASTERS 5
BNZ Inter-association NI Masters Division 4 - 2nd Place

Kent Fraser

Rita Chen

Richard Leonard
Richard Lloyd
Soon Wong

Sandy Gerrard
Sheena Nazario
Nicola Woodhead

Alan Zhang

Louise Wright

Veterans Team 2
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ANNUAL AWARDS
BNH ANNUAL AWARDS & PRIZEGIVING NIGHT
Following our AGM on the 7th of December, we will celebrate our Annual Awards at Court 12 Café
and Bar. This annual event celebrates our competition and special award winners as well as
recog-nising our many volunteers.

Lionel Medland Cup - Player of the Year
Winner: Abhinav Manota
Julie Still Cup - Junior Player of the Year
Winner: Shaunna Li
Financial Focus Masters Player of the Year
Winner: Stephen Bowden
Mairangi Bay Club Cup - Coach of the Year
Winner: Hanna Yun
Orewa Cup - Fair Play Award
Winner: Sandy Gerrard
Presidents Cup - Administrator of the Year
Winner: Rob Pates
East Coast Bays Cup - Yonex Most Improved Player
Winner: Chris Benzie

North Shore Mid Week Cup
Volunteer of the Year
Nominees: Cath Cunningham (OR), Karen Blank (FNZ),
Dorothy Callister (TK), David Reeks (TK), Lisa
Connell (MB), Stephen Bowden (FNZ),
Meryl Stretton (NH), Terry Harrison (TK)
Winner:

Meryl Stretton (North Harbour Club)
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

2020
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

WESTPAC BANK
COCA-COLA AMATIL
ACSIM SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS
ARMSTRONG MURRAY SOLICITORS/CHRIS DAVIS
ROLAND JEFFERY PHYSIOTHERAPY
BRODERICK PRINTING
DPS COMPUTERS
YONEX
MIZUNO
VICTOR
MEGATEL
BARTERCARD
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BADMINTON NORTH HARBOUR
PO BOX 100630, AUCKLAND
WWW.BNH.ORG.NZ
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